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“Go together!”
The four masters of the fourth stage of the Four Innate Realm, almost at the
same time, launched an attack on Lin Ziming, and the momentum it brought
was simply a landslide and tsunami, devastating destruction to so many
people present. Even at that instant, they thought that the world could not
hold their strength and would collapse.
Of course this is impossible. They are far from this state, because their
mental power is too strong, and for ordinary people, it is a higher level of
crushing.
Not to mention them, even Lin Ziming felt unprecedented pressure at this
moment, causing his thinking to freeze in an instant.
Almost within a blink of an eye, their four masters had already arrived in
front of Lin Ziming and launched a deadly attack on Lin Ziming from four
different directions!
“Good come!” Lin Ziming shouted, he didn’t have the slightest fear or
restraint, but was ecstatic. This is the most refreshing battle since he broke
through to the Great Perfection of the Innate Realm!
Because the fourth stage of Innate Realm is far from his opponent.
Bang, bang, bang, the sound of four punches to the flesh, spread all over the
audience, and all at once made everyone feel the power that surpassed
human beings, even if any of them touched it, it would be wiped out!
Lin Ziming was one enemy four, without any panic. His style of play was
exquisite and perfect, and the attack on the four of them was perfectly
resolved.
The four of Zhong Tao and the others were extremely horrified and almost
yelled out. You know, they are all extremely powerful in the fourth stage of
the Innate Realm, and they are almost at the top of the human pyramid!
They have never joined forces before, because the four of them are all
famous big figures, great masters. If this is spread out, how should others
think of them?
This also reflected the horror of the four of them, but now, the four of them
have joined hands, and they can’t even win Lin Ziming, and they are slowly
taking the upper hand by Lin Ziming. What is this concept?
This means that Lin Ziming’s martial arts has reached an inhuman state!
Even if the congenital realm is Dzogchen, it is nothing more than that.
As soon as this thought came out, all four of them were shocked. Could Lin
Ziming really have reached the innate realm of Dzogchen? ! This is going
against the sky!
“Lin Ziming, what kind of monster are you?!”
“You are definitely not the cultivation base you can have in the fourth stage
of the Innate Realm. Could it be that you have already broken through to the
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Great Perfection of the Innate Realm!”
Both Luo Hongyang and Fang Xingping blurted out, their voices
incomparably shocked.
Lin Ziming laughed happily, “Why, do you know that you are afraid now?
It’s a pity that it’s too late!”
Lin Ziming’s voice fell, his speed suddenly increased, and then he slammed
Luo Hongyang with a punch.
The momentum of this fist was great, and the speed was so fast that it
blasted the air directly, forming a fiery air current in Lin Ziming’s fist, like a
meteorite from nine heavens landing on the earth, tearing the air apart.
In Luo Hongyang’s eyes, what he saw was a huge fall full of red fire, with
the breath of death, under this punch, he would be beaten to death, his body
and spirit would be destroyed!
At this moment, his nerves were also tense to the extreme, and he uttered an
unwilling roar: “Ahhhhh!!!”
He raised his arms in front of his chest and wanted to block Lin Ziming’s
punch…
However, he still underestimated Lin Ziming’s strength. Lin Ziming’s punch
directly broke his arm, and his fist hit his chest heavily. His body over a
hundred kilograms flew upside down like a ball. Get out.
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